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1.

X

Course outline
–

Use the following table to organize the topics to be taught in the course. If you need to include
topics that cover other requirements you have to teach (for example, national syllabus), make
sure that you do so in an integrated way, but also differentiate them using italics. Add as many
rows as you need.

–

This document should not be a day-by-day accounting of each unit. It is an outline showing how
you will distribute the topics and the time to ensure that students are prepared to comply with the

requirements of the subject.
–

–

This outline should show how you will develop the teaching of the subject. It should reflect the
individual nature of the course in your classroom and should not just be a “copy and paste” from
the subject guide.

If you will teach both higher and standard level, make sure that this is clearly identified in your outline.

NOTE: Black is the core work and the red is the higher only
year

Topic/unit

Contents

Allocated time
One class 50
is
In one week
3
there are

year 1

Inquiry learning Investigative, problem-solving and
(30h)
modelling skills development leading to an
individual exploration. The exploration is a
30h
piece of written work that involves
investigating an area of mathematics.
AHL- proofs that should be used
throughout the course
● Proof of mathematical induction
● Proof by contradiction
● Use counter example to show that a
statement as not always true

minutes.

Assessment instruments to
be used

Resources
List the main resources
to be used, including
information technology if
applicable.

classes.

30h (30h)

https://www.skillsyou
need.com/ips/proble
m-solving3.html
http://comet.lehman.c
uny.edu/sormani/teac
hing/induction.html

3h

Marketplace lesson leading to
discussions on what they are and https://www.purplem
then using in different topic areas ath.com/modules/ind
when appropriate
uctn.htm
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=qZ736F
8ljYU
https://www.texasgat
eway.org/resource/usi

ng-counter-examplesdisprove-statementsare-false
Number and
algebra
(16hr)
29h

1. Operations with numbers in the form
a×10k where 1≤a<10 and k is an integer.
2. Arithmetic sequences and series.
● Use of the formulae for the nth
term and the sum of the first n
terms of the sequence.
● Use of sigma notation for sums of
arithmetic sequences.
● Applications.
● Analysis, interpretation and
prediction where a model is not
perfectly arithmetic in real life.
3. Geometric sequences and series.
● Use of the formulae for the n th
term and the sum of the first n
terms of the sequence.
● Use of sigma notation for the sums
of geometric sequences.
● Applications.
4. Financial applications of geometric
sequences and series:
● compound interest
● annual depreciation
5. Laws of exponents with integer
exponents.
● Introduction to logarithms with
base 10 and e.
● Numerical evaluation of logarithms
using technology.

1h (1h)

5h (3h)

5h (3h)

4h (2h)

Marketplace lesson Have students
draw up a teaching tool and teach
each other arithmetic & geometric
(will be used as formative
assessment)

https://www.varsitytu
tors.com/hotmath/hot
math_help/topics/sum
-of-the-first-n-termsof-an-arithmeticsequence
Students do an inquiry activity on
sum to n terms
the sum to n terms again a form of Arithmetic
formative assessment in arithmetic
& geometric
http://mathematics.la
erd.com/maths/geom
etric-progressionFormal test
intro.php
( short and extended response
questions based on the whole
https://www.varsitytu
syllabus)
tors.com/hotmath/hot
math_help/topics/sum
-of-the-first-n-termsof-a-geometricsequence
Project Involving the collection of Geometric progression
information and subsequent
interpretations and applications
(ex: home loans and repayments)
http://www.mathcentr
e.ac.uk/types/teachyourself/logarithms/
for additional
explanation and

6. Approximations
● decimal places and significant
figures.
● Upper and lower bounds of
rounded numbers.
● percentage errors
● estimations
7. Amortization and annuities using
technology.
8. Use technology to solve:
○ Systems of linear equations in up to
3 variables
○ Polynomial equations
AHL
9. Laws of logarithms:
● logaxy = logax + logay
● logaxy = logax ... logay
● logaxm = mlogax for a, x, y > 0
10. Simplifying expressions, both
numerically and algebraically,
involving rational exponents.
11. The sum of infinite geometric
sequences.
12. Complex numbers:
● The number i such that i2 = 1.Cartesian form: z = a + bi;
● The terms real part, imaginary part,
conjugate, modulus and argument.
● Calculate sums, differences,
products, quotients, by hand and
with technology.
● Calculating powers of complex
numbers, in Cartesian form, with

questions on logs

10h (7h)

Ti - 84 or Ti - 83 plus

tarsia puzzle on logs and
exponents checking what they
can and cannot do in pairs
(formative assessment)

4h (2h)
Formal test
( short and extended response
questions based on the chapter )
8h (1h)
https://www.mathsisf
un.com/algebra/compl
ex-plane.html
complex numbers and
planes

technology.
● The complex plane.
● Complex numbers as solutions to
quadratic equations of the form
ax2 + bx + c = 0, a ≠ 0, with
● Real coefficients where b2 - 4ac < 0.
13. Modulus
● Argument (polar) form:
z = r cosθ + isinθ = rcisθ.
● Exponential form: z = reiθ
● Conversion between Cartesian,
polar and exponential forms, by
hand and with technology.
● Calculate products, quotients and
integer powers in polar or
exponential forms.
● Adding sinusoidal functions with the
same frequencies but different
phase shift angles.
● Geometric interpretation of complex
numbers.
14. Matrices
● Definition of a matrix: the terms
element, row, column and order for
m × n matrices.
● Algebra of matrices: equality;
addition; subtraction; multiplication
by a scalar for m × n matrices.
● Multiplication of matrices.
○ Properties of matrix
multiplication:
○ associativity, distributivity and
non-commutativity.
● Identity and zero matrices.

●

Determinants and inverses of n × n
matrices with
● technology, and by hand for 2 × 2
matrices.
● Awareness that a system of linear
equations can be written in the form
Ax = b.
● Solution of the systems of equations
using inverse matrix.
15. More matrices
● Eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
● Characteristic polynomial of 2 × 2
matrices.
● Diagonalization of 2 × 2 matrices
(restricted to the case where there
are distinct real eigenvalues).
● Applications to powers of 2 × 2
matrices.
Functions
(31hr)
42h

1. Different forms of the equation of a
straight line.
● Gradient; intercepts.
● Lines with gradients m1 and m2
● Parallel lines m1 = m2.
● Perpendicular lines
m1
× m2 = ... 1.
2. Concept of a function, domain, range
and graph.
● Function notation, for example f(x),
v(t), C(n). The concept of a function as
a mathematical model.
● Informal concept that an inverse
function reverses or undoes the effect
of a function.

3h (3h)

4h (3hr)

online inquiry into straight lines and https://www.desmos.c
then taking these results(rules) and om/calculator
applying to any problem given
using a graphs
produce a teaching tool to explain it calculator
to the class - formative assessment

https://www.khanaca
demy.org/math/algebr
Flipped classroom - watch video
a/x2f8bb11595b61c86
and then create a worksheet based :functions/x2f8bb1159
on what they watched for next
5b61c86:evaluatinglesson (formative assessment)
functions/v/understan
ding-functionnotation-example-2
resources for

inverse functions as reflection in the
line y=x and the notation f-1(x). .
3. The graph of a function; its equation
y=f(x).
● Creating a sketch from information
given or a context, including
transferring a graph from screen to
paper.
● Using technology to graph functions
including their sums and differences.
4. Determine key features of graphs.
a) Finding the point of intersection of
two curves or lines using technology
5. modelling with the following functions
a) Linear models. f x = mx + c.
b) Quadratic models. f x = ax2 + bx + c ;
a ≠ 0. Axis of symmetry, vertex, zeros
and roots, intercepts on the x-axis
and y -axis.
c) Exponential growth and decay
models.
i)
f(x) = kax + c
ii)
f(x) = ka...x + c (for a > 0)
iii)
f(x) = kerx + c
d) Equation of a horizontal asymptote.
e) Direct/inverse variation:
i)
f x = axn , n ∈ Z
ii)
The y-axis as a vertical
asymptote when n < 0.
f) Cubic models:
i)
f x = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d.
g) Sinusoidal models:
i)
f x = asin(bx) + d,
ii)
f x = acos(bx) +d

collaborative Inquiry into inverse
functions - groups each do different
function and share results.
Ti - 84
form of formative assessment

●

understanding f(x)
notation

httphttps://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v=Cn
1aFaxRyeU
video on graphing a
quadratic
https://www.desmos.c
Ti - 84
om/calculator
using a graphs
Formal test
calculator
( short and extended response
https://www.purplem
questions based on the chapter )
ath.com/modules/fcn
not3.htm

3h (3h)

https://www.math.fsu
.edu/~kutter/evenodd.
pdf
https://www.weber.e
du/wsuimages/MTC/H
andouts/Graphing_Rat
ional_Functions_part1.
pdf rational functions

2h (2h)
Formal test
( short and extended response
questions based on the chapter ))

2h (2h)

https://www.mathsisf
un.com/algebra/quadr
atic-equation.html
https://www.cliffsnote
s.com/study-

6. modelling skills
a) Use the modelling process described
in the “mathematical modelling”
section to create, fit and use the
theoretical models in section SL2.5
and their graphs.
b) Develop and fit the model:
Given a context recognize and
choose an appropriate model and
possible parameters.
c) Determine a reasonable domain for
a model.
d) Find the parameters of a model.
e) Test and reflect upon the model:
f) Comment on the appropriateness
and reasonableness of a model.
g) Justify the choice of a particular
model, based on the shape of the
data, properties of the curve and/or
on the context of the situation.
h) Use the model:
i)
Reading, interpreting and
making predictions based on the
model.
AHL
● Composite functions in context.
○ The notation (f ∘ g)(x) = f(g(x)).
○ Inverse function f ...1, including
domain restriction.
○ Finding an inverse function.
● Transformations of graphs..
○ Translations: y = f(x) + b ;
y = f(x + a).
○ Reflections: in the x axis y = - f(x),

guides/algebra/algebr
a-i/quadraticequations/solvingquadratic-equations
solving quadratic
equaltions

3h

https://www.mathsisf
un.com/sets/functiontransformations.html
transformations of
parabolic graphs
and finding general
rule

2h (2h)

3h (3h)

Students to do own study and
present to class
(kind of flipped classroom idea

3h

2h (2h)

and in the y axis y = f( - x).
○ Vertical stretch with scale factor p:
y = p f(x).
○ Horizontal stretch with scale
factor 1
○ q : y = f(qx) x and y axes are
invariant.
○ Composite transformations.
● In addition to the models covered in
the SL content the AHL content
extends this to include modelling with
the following functions:
○ Exponential models to calculate
half-life.
○ Natural logarithmic models: f(x) =
a + blnx
○ Sinusoidal models: f x = asin b x ...
c+d
○ Logistic models: f x =L1 + Ce...kx ;
L, C, k > 0
○ Piecewise models.
● Scaling very large or small numbers
using logarithms.
○ Linearizing data using logarithms
to determine if the data has an
exponential or a power
relationship using best-fit straight
lines to determine parameters.
○ Interpretation of log-log and semilog graphs.
Geometry and 1. The distance between two points in
trigonometry
three-dimensional space, and their
midpoint.

2h

online inquiry into translations of
functions and then taking these
results(rules) and applying to any
problem given then produce a
teaching tool to explain it to the
class - formative assessment

Apply the knowledge gained to
real life situations (formative
assessment )

2h (3h)

Inquiry activity into coordinate Mathematics Analysis
geometry and hence find all the and approaches
formulae (formative assessment) Paul La Rondie etcall

18H
46h

a) 2. The size of an angle between
two intersecting lines or between
a line and a plane.
b) Volume and surface area of
three-dimensional solids including
right-pyramid, right cone, sphere,
hemisphere and combinations of
these solids.
2. Use of sine, cosine and tangent ratios to
find the sides and angles of right-angled
triangles.
a) The sine rule:
a/sinA=/bsinB=c/sinC.
b) The cosine rule:
c2=a2+b2−2abcosC;
cosC=(a2+b2−c2)/2ab .
c) Area of a triangle as 1/2absinC.
3. Applications of right and non-right
angled trigonometry, including
Pthagoras’s theorem.
● Angles of elevation and
depression.
● Construction of labelled
diagrams from written
statements.
4. The circle:
a) length of an arc;
b) area of a sector.
AHL
● The definition of a radian and
conversion between
● degrees and radians.
● Using radians to calculate area of
sector, length of arc.

3h (3h)

Publisher: Oxford
University Press

Formal test
( short and extended response ISBN-13: 978019842710
questions based on the chapter )
https://www.mathsisfun
.com/algebra/distance2-points.html finding
the formulae

3h (3h)

4h (4h)

Project
develop a building making use of
various 3D shapes and calculate the https://www.wikihow.co
volume of paint needed to paint the m/Find-the-Distancewhole surface area of the building Between-Two-Points
distance between 2
created
points

Inquiry into all trig to understand https://orion.math.iasta
where the formule come from and te.edu/dept/links/formu
the application of the formulae to las/form2.pdf formulae
all problems and link to real life
sheet
situations (formative assessment)
https://www.embibe.co
m/exams/real-lifeapplications-oftrigonometry/ real
problems related to trig

flipped classroom watch video and
make own notes on radian measure
peer assessment - each check what https://www.youtube.co
the other know sreport back to class m/watch?v=tSsihw-xPHc
radian measures
(formative assessment)
2h

5h (3h)

Inquiry extend into this into the sin
and cosine rules and late (lesson by
lesson)r into the rest of trig and
eventually trig graphs (formative
assessment)

https://www.purplemat
h.com/modules/grphtrig
.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/
bitesize/guides/zwbwgd

Puzzles and various activities to be m/revision/1 trig graphs
completed on trig graph and other
https://www.intmath.co
trig situations(formative
m/trigonometricassessment)

5. Equation of perpendicular bisector
6. Voronoi diagrams: sites, vertices, edges,
cells.
a) Addition of a site to an existing
Voronoi diagram.
b) Nearest neighbour interpolation.
c) Applications of the “toxic waste
dump” problem.
AHL
Trig
●

●
●
●
●

The definitions of cosθ and sinθ in
terms of the unit circle.
The Pythagorean identity
cos2θ + sin2θ = 1
Definition of tanθ as sinθ
cosθ
Extension of the sine rule to the
ambiguous case.
Graphical methods of solving
trigonometric equations in a finite
interval.

graphs/5-applicationstrigonometricworksheet on the extension work graphs.php

2h

completed online via google
classroom (formative assessment) https://prezi.com/n-

akbuu3-t5c/real-lifeapplications-oftrigonometric-graphs/

3h (3h)

https://slideplayer.com/

worksheet completed as practice slide/11530668/
and marked (formative assessment) applications to real life
of trig graphs

2h

3h (3h)

2h

https://cpb-usProject
use of the website to spark ideas to e1.wpmucdn.com/cob
inquire and relate to how these trig blearning.net/dist/e/2
graphs are used in real life situations 631/files/2015/12/Sol
ve-Trig-EquationsWorksheet-12.15worksheet to be completed on pp4yf1.pdf worksheet
composite functions, modulus trig equations
functions and solving trig equations
http://ar.symbolab.co
(formative assessment)
m/solver/trigonometri
c-equation-calculator
students to investigate links to real
trig calculator in
life situations of composite
Arabic
functions, modulus functions and
solving trig equations
https://schoolwires.he
nry.k12.ga.us/cms/lib/
GA01000549/Centricit
Formal test

( short and extended response y/Domain/1610/Unit%
questions based on the chapter ) 202%20Review%20Inv
erse%20%20and%20C
ompositions%20of%20
Trig%20Functions%20
Review.pdf
3h (3h)

https://worksheets.tut
orvista.com/graphs-ofcompositetrigonometricfunctionsworksheet.html
https://www.purplem
ath.com/modules/solv
trig.htm

year 2

Statistics and
probability
36H

52h

1. Concepts of population, sample, random
sample, discrete and continuous data.
a) Reliability of data sources and bias in
sampling.
b) Sampling techniques and their
effectiveness.
2. Presentation of data (discrete and
continuous)
a) frequency distributions (tables).
Histograms.
b) Cumulative frequency; cumulative
frequency graphs; use to find
median, quartiles, percentiles.
c) Production and understanding of box
and whisker diagrams.

(3h)

(3h)

Ti - 84
Statistics and Probability
Pairs work related to reliability
with Applications (High
looking at data and sources to
School)
decide reliability (formative
Book by Daren S. STARNES
assessment)
and Josh Tabor
Ti - 84
puzzle activities related to the basics ISBN978-1464122163
ISBN-10: 1464122164
of trig and understanding these
terminology and how to calculate http://www.uesystems.com
/wpthem(formative assessment)
content/uploads/2012/07/i
ntroduction-to-basicreliability-statistics.pdf

https://sciencing.com/calcu
late-reliability-probability7146054.html reliability of
statistics

d) Interpretation of outliers.
3. Statistical measures and their
interpretations:
a. Measures of central tendency
(mean, median and mode).
● Estimation of mean from
grouped data.
● Modal class.
b. Measures of dispersion
(interquartile range, standard
deviation and variance).
c. Effect of constant changes on the
original data.
4. Linear correlation of bivariate data.
● Pearson’s product-moment
correlation coefficient, r.
● Scatter diagrams; lines of best fit, by
eye, passing through the mean
point.. Equation of the regression
line of y on x.
● Use of the equation of the
regression line for prediction
purposes.
● Interpret the meaning of the
parameters, a and b, in a linear
regression y=ax+b.

5. Concepts of trial, outcome, equally
likely outcomes, relative frequency,
sample space (U) and event.
● The probability of an event A is
P(A)=n(A)/n(U).

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ILkSzfd1_08

Project
statistics and reliability
Find real life statistics and apply
https://www.mathsisfun.c
what has been learnt to see
om/links/curriculum-highreliability and ensure they are able
school-statistics.html
to display the statistics in all
manners given
(3h)

Ti - 84

Mathematics Analysis
and approaches
Paul La Rondie etcall
Publisher: Oxford
University Press
ISBN-13: 978019842710

(4h)

Formal test
( short and extended response
questions based on the chapter )

https://www.mathsisfun.c
om/data/index.html
probability at various
levels

(3h)
https://www.purplemath.
com/modules/venndiag4.

●
●

htm the basics

The complementary events A and
A′(not A).
Use of Venn diagrams, tree
diagrams, sample space diagrams
and tables of outcomes to calculate
probabilities.

6. Combined events:
P(A∪B)=P(A)+P(B)−P(A∩B).
● Mutually exclusive events:
P(A∩B)=0.
● Conditional probability:
P(A|B)=P(A∩B)/P(B).
● Independent events:
P(A∩B)=P(A)P(B).
P(A|B)=P(A)=P(A|B′)
7. Concept of discrete random variables
and their probability distributions.
● Expected value (mean), E(X) for
discrete data.
● Applications.
8. Binomial distribution. Mean and variance
of the binomial distribution.
9. The normal distribution and curve.
● Properties of the normal
distribution.
● Diagrammatic representation.
● Normal probability calculations.
● Inverse normal calculations
10. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient,
rs.
● Awareness of the appropriateness
and limitations of Pearson’s

https://cacoo.com/blog/u
nderstanding-venndiagram-symbolsexamples/ understaning
venn diagram symbols

worksheets on using the venn
diagram and symbols (formative
assessment)
(3h)

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=FZhYJb48vn0
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=i902GwWoVE
video in venn diagrams

Formal test
https://stattrek.com/prob
( short and extended response
abilityquestions based on the chapter )
distributions/discrete-

(3h)

Ti - 84 use in #s 8, 9, & 10

1h
1h
1h

Flipped classroom - watch video
and make notes on what they
understand
(formative assessment)

continuous.asp
descret/random data x
descret vs random data

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=XQoLVl31ZfQ
Bayes theorem simple
case

http://www.henry.k12.ga.
us/ugh/apstat/chapternot
es/7supplement.html
continuous random
variable

product moment correlation
coefficient and Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient, and the
effect of outliers on each.
11. Formulation of null and alternative
hypotheses, H0and H1.
● Significance levels.
● p -values.
● Expected and observed
frequencies.
● The χ2 test for independence:
contingency tables, degrees of
freedom, critical value.
● The χ2 goodness of fit test.
AHL

1h

pairs directed worksheet activity

https://www.hackerearth.
com/practice/machinelearning/prerequisites-ofmachinelearning/continuousrandomvariables/tutorial/
tutorial on continuous
random variables

1h

https://www.probabilityc
ourse.com/chapter1/1_1_
1_example.php
various probability
problems and solutions
with including continuous
random variables

1h
(2h)

(2h)

worksheet covering binomial
distribution and normal distribution
(formative assessment)

https://www.mathsisfun.c
om/algebra/binomialtheorem.html
https://medium.com/imath/the-binomialtheorem-explained6464f41e5268

Formal test
( short and extended response
questions based on the chapter ) https://www.mathplanet.
com/education/algebra2/sequences-andseries/binomial-theorem

Flipped classroom - in pairs or 3’s http://www.mathcentre.a
watch the video, make teaching c.uk/resources/uploaded/
notes with no more than 10 words mc-ty-pascal-2009-1.pdf
notes and exercises
in class explain to other pais or 3’s

(1h)

what you have learnt and what they https://www.mathsisfun.c
have earnt - complete a worksheet
om/data/standard(formative assessment )
normal-distribution.html
normal distribution
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=mtH1fmUVkf
E video on normal
distribution

https://www.toppr.com/g
uides/businessmathematics-andstatistics/correlation-andregression/regressionlines-equationscoefficients/notes on
regression lines
https://www.dummies.co
m/education/math/statist
ics/how-to-calculate-aregression-line/
regression lines for
dummies

Calculus
28H
55h

1. Introduction to the concept of a limit.
● Derivative interpreted as gradient
function and as rate of change.
2. Increasing and decreasing functions.
● Graphical interpretation of
f′(x)>0,f′(x)=0,f′(x)<0.
3. Derivative of f(x)=axn is f′(x)=anxn-1,
n∈ℤ
● The derivative of functions of the
form fx=axn+bxn-1+- where all
exponents are integers.

(5h)

Inquiry activity inot limits and hence
https://www.mathsisfu
leading into calculus
n.com/calculus/limits.
html
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=HYSIAHUqRM limit basics
video

4. Tangents and normals at a given point,
and their equations.
5. Introduction to integration as
anti-differentiation of functions of the
form f(x)=axn+bxn-1+....,where n∈ℤ, n≠1.
● Anti-differentiation with a
boundary condition to determine
the constant term.
● Definite integrals using technology.
● Area of a region enclosed by a
curve y=f(x) and the x-axis, where
f(x)>0.
6. Values of x where the gradient of a curve
is zero.
● Solution of f′(x)=0.
● Local maximum and minimum
points.
7. Optimisation problems in context.
8. Approximation

worksheets on the various aspects
of calculus covered
(formative assessment)

3h

Extension - flipped classroom
(formative assessment)

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=QfPqRM
qP5kU video on limits
https://www.intmath.c
om/seriesexpansion/2maclaurin-series.php

Formal test
( short and extended response
questions based on the chapter )
(5h)

https://www.mathsisfu
n.com/calculus/derivat
ives-rules.html
Inquiry into derivative the short way

(formative assessment)

AHL

2h
AHL

●

Extension to higher derivatives.

2h

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=s7rd9YP
JrNc higher order
derivatives video

worksheets and extension work
using online resources (formative
https://www.cliffsnotes.c
assessment)
om/study-

●
●
●

Derivatives of tanx, secx, cosecx,
cotx, a x , logax, arcsinx, arccosx,
arctanx.
Indefinite integrals of the derivatives
of any of the above functions.
The composites of any of these with a
linear function

2h
2h

guides/calculus/calculus
/the-derivative/higherorder-derivatives higher
order drivatives for
dummies
https://www.onlinemathl
earning.com/inversetrig-derivatives.html
derivatives of trig
functions

2h
●

Use of partial fractions to
rearrange the integrand.

1. Local minimum and maximum points.
● Testing for maximum and minimum.
● Points of inflexion with zero and
non-zero gradients.
● Graphical behavior of functions,
including the relationships between
the graphs of f, f’, f’’.
● Optimization.
● Applications.
2. Introduction to integration as antidifferentiation
● Indefinite integral of
xn(n∈ℚ),sinx,cosx,1/x and ex.
where n∈ℤ, n≠−1.
● The composites of any of these
with the linear function ax+b.
● Integration by inspection (reverse
chain rule) or by substitution for
expressions of the form:
∫kg′(x)f(g(x))dx

(4h)

https://www.math24.net/
derivativestrigonometric-functions/

https://www.youtube.co

Flipped classroom - watch video m/watch?v=pvLj1s7SOt
making own notes (formative k (video on max and
min using calculus)
assessment)
https://www.whitman.ed
u/mathematics/calculus
_online/section05.01.ht
ml

worksheets on max and min and
optimization (formative
https://www.mathsisfun.
assessment)

com/calculus/maximaminima.html finding max
& min

(6h)

https://www.mathsisfun.
com/calculus/integration
-introduction.html
introduction to
integration

Exercises from textbook and the
https://www.khanacade
online resources. (formative
my.org/math/apassessment)
calculus-ab/abintegration-new/ab-61/v/introduction-tointegral-calculus video

AHL
●

into to area under the
curve linked to indefinite
integaration

Integration by substitution
2h

●

integration by parts
2h

●

repeated integration by parts
2h

5. Anti-differentiation with a boundary
condition to determine the constant
term.
● Definite integrals using technology.
● Area of a region enclosed by a
curve y=f(x) and x -axis, where f(x)
can be positive/negative without
using technology.
● Areas between curves.
● Volumes of revolution about the
x-axis.
6. Kinematic problems involving
displacement, velocity v, acceleration
a and total distance travelled.
AHL
● First order differential equations.
Numerical solution of dy dx = f(x, y)
using Euler’s method.
Variables separable.

where necessary (formative
assessment)

https://www.mathsisfun.
com/calculus/integration
-by-substitution.html
integration by
substitution
http://www.math.niu.edu

worksheets and or exercises in pairs /~beachy/courses/229/p
or on own (formative assessment) df/integral.pdf
worksheets on
integration

(5h)

https://carolynabbott.we
ebly.com/uploads/3/0/8/
Project Inquiry into volumes of 1/30819067/substitution
revolutions based on fruit and _worksheet_solns.pdf
calculating volume and surface area nots on integration with
worked examples
- Formative assessment

3h
(3h)

1h
●

https://sydney.edu.au/co
ntent/dam/students/doc
uments/mathematicslearning“round the world activity” - looking centre/integration-antiat past paper questions listening to derivative.pdf
each other and making corrections integration with
exercises and solutions.

Formal test
( short and extended response
questions based on the chapter )

https://www.adelaide.ed
u.au/mathslearning/han
douts/integrationRevisio
n.pdf notes and
exercises on antidifferentation
(integration)

Look into the questions online and https://www.slideshare.n
et/JelaiAujero/indefinitetry the problems
integral slide show
(could be great teaching

tool)

1h
●

Homogeneous differential equation
using the substitution

●
●

●

vx
Solution of y′ + P(x)y = Q(x), using the
integrating factor.
Maclaurin series to obtain expansions
for e x , sinx, cosx, ln(1 + x), (1 + x) p , p
∈ ℚ.
Use of simple substitution, products,
integration and differentiation to
obtain other series. Example: for
substitution: replace

●

y=

to define

the Maclaurin series for
Maclaurin series developed from
differential equations.

1h

1h

1h
1h

1h

https://courses.lumenlea
rning.com/sunyosuniversityphysics/cha
pter/3-6-finding-velocityand-displacement-fromacceleration/ great
explanations and
questions on kinematic
problems

“round the world activity” - looking
at past paper questions listening to http://tutorial.math.lamar
each other and making corrections .edu/Classes/DE/Eulers
Method.aspx
where necessary (formative
https://www.intmath.co
assessment)
m/differentialequations/11-eulersmethod-des.php Eulers
method

Formal test
( short and extended response https://www.khanacade
questions based on the chapter) my.org/math/differentialequations/first-orderdifferentialequations/differentialequationsintro/v/differentialequation-introduction
differential equations
https://www.khanacade
my.org/math/differentialequations differential
equations
https://www.mathsisfun.
com/calculus/differential
-equations.html
differntial equations
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1.

IB internal assessment requirements to be completed during the course

Briefly explain how and when you will work on it. Include the date when you will first introduce the internal assessment
requirement to your students, the different stages and when the internal assessment requirement will
be due.

I will be introducing the concept of the report to the students in mid-November of the first year. The students will be introduced to the stimuli and the
marking criteria and a discussion of possible topics will be included during the rest of the year. At the very beginning of year two the report will be reintroduced with a two-week deadline for submitting their topic. Time will be given for research and consultation in mid-October. Time for research,
consultation, and authenticity checks will be given at the end of December of semester 3. The report will be due the first day of semester 4, which is in
late January.

2.

Links to TOK
You are expected to explore the links between the topics of your subject and TOK. As an example of
how you would do this, choose one topic from your course outline that would allow your students to
make links with TOK. Describe how you would plan the lesson.

Topic

Number and
algebra

Link with TOK (including description of lesson plan)

1. Do the names that we give things impact how we understand them? For instance, what is the impact of the fact that some
large numbers are named, such as the googol and the googolplex, while others are represented in this form?
2. Is all knowledge concerned with identification and use of patterns? Consider Fibonacci numbers and connections with the
golden ratio.
3. How do mathematicians reconcile the fact that some conclusions seem to conflict with our intuitions? Consider for instance
that a finite area can be bounded by an infinite perimeter.
4. How have technological advances affected the nature and practice of mathematics? Consider the use of financial packages for
instance.
5. Is mathematics invented or discovered? For instance, consider the number e or logarithms–did they already exist before man
defined them? (This topic is an opportunity for teachers to generate reflection on “the nature of mathematics”).
6. Is mathematical reasoning different from scientific reasoning, or reasoning in other Areas of Knowledge?
7. How have seminal advances, such as the development of logarithms, changed the way in which mathematicians understand
the world and the nature of mathematics?
8. Is it possible to know about things of which we can have no experience, such as infinity?
9. How have notable individuals shaped the development of mathematics as an area of knowledge? Consider Pascal and “his”
triangle.

Functions

1. Descartes showed that geometric problems could be solved algebraically and vice versa. What does this tell us about
mathematical representation and mathematical knowledge?
2. Do you think mathematics or logic should be classified as a language?
3. Does studying the graph of a function contain the same level of mathematical rigour as studying the function algebraically?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of having different forms and symbolic language in mathematics?
4. Do you think mathematics or logic should be classified as a language?
5. Are there fundamental differences between mathematics and other areas of knowledge? If so, are these differences more
than just methodological differences?
6. What are the key concepts that provide the building blocks for mathematical knowledge?
7. What are the implications of accepting that mathematical knowledge changes over time?
8. What role do “models” play in mathematics? Do they play a different role in mathematics compared to their role in other
areas of knowledge?
9. What assumptions do mathematicians make when they apply mathematics to real-life situations?

Geometry and
Trigonometry

1. What is an axiomatic system? Are axioms self evident to everybody?
2. Is it ethical that Pythagoras gave his name to a theorem that may not have been his own creation? What criteria might we use
to make such a judgment?
3. If the angles of a triangle add up to less than 180°, 180° or more than 180°, what does this tell us about the nature of
mathematical knowledge?
4. Which is a better measure of angle: radian or degree? What criteria can/do/should mathematicians use to make such
decisions?
5. Trigonometry was developed by successive civilizations and cultures. To what extent is mathematical knowledge embedded in
particular traditions or bound to particular cultures? How have key events in the history of mathematics shaped its current
form and methods?
6. Music can be expressed using mathematics. What does this tell us about the relationship between music and mathematics?

Statistics and
probability

1. Why have mathematics and statistics sometimes been treated as separate subjects? How easy is it to be misled by statistics?
Is it ever justifiable to purposely use statistics to mislead others?
2. What is the difference between information and data? Does “data” mean the same thing in different areas of knowledge?
3. Could mathematics make alternative, equally true, formulae? What does this tell us about mathematical truths? Does the use
of statistics lead to an overemphasis on attributes that can be easily measured over those that cannot?
4. Correlation and causation–can we have knowledge of cause and effect relationships given that we can only observe
correlation? What factors affect the reliability and validity of mathematical models in describing real-life phenomena?
5. To what extent are theoretical and experimental probabilities linked? What is the role of emotion in our perception of risk, for
example in business, medicine and travel safety?
6. Can calculation of gambling probabilities be considered an ethical application of mathematics? Should mathematicians be held
responsible for unethical applications of their work?
7. What do we mean by a “fair” game? Is it fair that casinos should make a profit?
8. What criteria can we use to decide between different models?
9. To what extent can we trust mathematical models such as the normal distribution? How can we know what to include, and
what to exclude, in a model?
10. Is it possible to have knowledge of the future?
11. Given the interdisciplinary nature of many real-world applications of probability, is the division of knowledge into discrete
disciplines or areas of knowledge artificial and/or useful?

Calculus

1. What value does the knowledge of limits have? Is infinitesimal behaviour applicable to real life? Is intuition a valid way of
knowing in mathematics?
2. The seemingly abstract concept of calculus allows us to create mathematical models that permit human feats such as getting a
man on the Moon. What does this tell us about the links between mathematical models and reality?
3. In what ways has technology impacted how knowledge is produced and shared in mathematics? Does technology simply allow
us to arrange existing knowledge in new and different ways, or should this arrangement itself be considered knowledge?
4. Is it possible for an area of knowledge to describe the world without transforming it?
5. What is the role of convention in mathematics? Is this similar or different to the role of convention in other areas of
knowledge?
6. When mathematicians and historians say that they have explained something, are they using the word “explain” in the same
way?
7. Is mathematics independent of culture? To what extent are we people aware of the impact of culture on what we they believe
or know?
8. Consider f(x)=1/x,1≤x≤∞. An infinite area sweeps out a finite volume. Can this be reconciled with our intuition? Do emotion
and intuition have a role in mathematics?

Topic

Statistics and probability

Link with TOK (including description of lesson plan)

Why have mathematics and statistics sometimes been treated as separate subjects? How easy is it to be misled by
statistics? Is it ever justifiable to purposely use statistics to mislead others?
Lesson plan:
Objective: make the students look at things critically and hopefully come to the realisation that all statistics can be
manipulated
Starter: Give some newspaper clippings with data on them, give some explanations to the data they are being given
and ask them to choose which of the explanations seems most plausible (individual activity)
Body of the lesson:
1. Find a partner - discuss the decisions they made while choosing the explanation for the data given.
2. Investigate - how accurate their decisions were
3. Investigate alternative explanations to data that was given
4. after doing the investigation analyse how easily they had been misled by the information and do a class study of
how many had been misled by the data
5. class will now be divided into two halves. and will be given time to prepare for a debate one half will be looking
for and arguing when skewing data is in the best interest of the public and the other half will be arguing that it is
never justifiable to use data(statistics) to mislead the public.
6. Would you say mathematics and statistics should be treated as separate subjects - and why
Plenary
Post It notes - each on their own answer the following
1. How did I view statistics before today?
2. How have my views changed(if at all) after today’s lesson
3. Why did I think as I did vs why I now think differently(if indeed I do think differently)?
4. In your opinion why do you think mathematics and statistics have been treated as separate subjects?

4.

Approaches to learning
Every IB course should contribute to the development of students’ approaches to learning skills. As
an example of how you would do this, choose one topic from your outline that would allow your students
to specifically develop one or more of these skill categories (thinking, communication, social, selfmanagement or research).

Topic

Contribution to the development of students’ approaches to learning skills (including one or more skill category)

The aims of approaches to teaching and learning in the Diploma Programme are to:
1. Empower teachers as teachers of learners as well as teachers of content
2. Empower teachers to create clearer strategies for facilitating learning experiences in which students are more
meaningfully engaged in structured inquiry and greater critical and creative thinking
3. Promote both the aims of individual subjects (making them more than course aspirations) and linking previously
isolated knowledge (concurrency of learning)
4. Encourage students to develop an explicit variety of skills that will equip them to continue to be actively engaged in
learning after they leave school, and to help them not only obtain university admission through better grades but
also prepare for success during tertiary education and beyond
5. Enhance further the coherence and relevance of the students’ Diploma Programme experience
6. Allow schools to identify the distinctive nature of an IB Diploma Programme education, with its blend of idealism
and practicality.
7. The five approaches to learning (developing thinking skills, social skills, communication skills, self-management
skills and research skills) along with the six approaches to teaching (teaching that is inquiry-based, conceptuallyfocused, contextualized, collaborative, differentiated and informed by assessment) encompass the key values
and principles that underpin IB pedagogy.

Example of Approaches to learning linked to Calculus and
volume of revolutions
Topic

Contribution to the development of students’ approaches to learning skills (including one or more skill category)

Calculus

Objective: to develop as many of the learning skills as possible.

Volume of revolution

1. project will be assigned that is to be completed in pairs - developing social and communication skills
2. the project will require the pairs to inquire (investigate) how to find the volume of a cucumber, orange or some
other odd shaped fruit. video links will be provided as to where they could find supporting materials developing their research skills
3. A dead line for when the project will be given and the project will only be marked if it is submitted on time (
some guidelines will be given as approximate times to spend on each aspect of the project and it will be up to
the pairs to stick to this or not - developing self management skills
The project will be taking the students from inquiry to abstract, because the aim of the project is to ultimately be
able to find the volume of revolution of a graph around the x-axis
Thus the project supports the following approaches to learning
1. Inquiry based they will during the project have to take the piece of fruit (cucumber, orange etc) and cut it up
and work out the volume using sphere slices
2. Collaborative - they are working in pairs
3. Differentiated - they have the choice of what fruit they want to use, they can also choose to use different
websites and do additional support, students will be working at their own pace - having been give an
approximate guide of hours to spend on it - but can vary depending on ability level
4. Informed by assessment - a rubric will be provided as to how the project will be marked
5. Contextualised - it is an introduction of what they will be spending time on doing using calculus methods
6. Conceptually focused - the students will be developing their understanding of the material in a concrete way
and then using the processes followed to come to an understanding of how to calculate any volume of
revolution around the x-axis no matter the shape and linking it to the trapezium rule.

5.

International mindedness
Every IB course should contribute to the development of international-mindedness in students. As an
example of how you would do this, choose one topic from your outline that would allow your students to
analyse it from different cultural perspectives. Briefly explain the reason for your choice and what
resources you will use to achieve this goal.

Topic

Contribution to the development of international mindedness (including resources you will use)

Number and algebra

1. The history of number from Sumerians and its development to the present Arabic system.
2. The chess legend (Sissa ibn Dahir); Aryabhatta is sometimes considered the “father of algebra”–compare with
alKhawarizmi; the use of several alphabets in mathematical notation (for example the use of capital sigma for the
sum).
3. Do all societies view investment and interest in the same way?
4. The properties of “Pascal’s triangle” have been known in a number of different cultures long before Pascal. (for
example the Chinese mathematician Yang Hui).

Functions

1. The development of functions by Rene Descartes (France), Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (Germany) and Leonhard
Euler (Switzerland); the notation for functions was developed by a number of different mathematicians in the 17th
and 18th centuries–how did the notation we use today become internationally accepted ?
2. Bourbaki group analytical approach versus the Mandlebrot visual approach.
3. The Babylonian method of multiplication: ab=(a+b)2−a2−b2 / 2. Sulba Sutras in ancient India and the Bakhshali
Manuscript contained an algebraic formula for solving quadratic equations.
4. The development of functions, Rene Descartes (France), Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (Germany) and Leonhard Euler
(Switzerland).
5. The Babylonian method of multiplication: ab=(a+b)2−a2−b22. Sulba Sutras in ancient India and the Bakhshali
Manuscript contained an algebraic formula for solving quadratic equations.

Geometry and Trigonometry

1. Diagrams of Pythagoras’ theorem occur in early Chinese and Indian manuscripts. The earliest references to
trigonometry are in Indian mathematics; the use of triangulation to find the curvature of the Earth in order to
settle a dispute between England and France over Newton’s gravity.
2. The use of triangulation to find the curvature of the Earth in order to settle a dispute between England and France
over Newton’s gravity.
3. Seki Takakazu calculating π to ten decimal places; Hipparchus, Menelaus and Ptolemy; Why are there 360 degrees
in a complete turn? Links to Babylonian mathematics.
4. The first work to refer explicitly to the sine as a function of an angle is the Aryabhatiya of Aryabhata (ca 510).

Statistics and probability

1. The Kinsey report–famous sampling techniques.
2. Discussion of the different formulae for the same statistical measure (for example, variance).
3. The benefits of sharing and analysing data from different countries; discussion of the different formulae for
variance.
4. The St Petersburg paradox; Chebyshev and Pavlovsky (Russian).
5. The so-called “Pascal’s triangle” was known to the Chinese mathematician Yang Hui much earlier than Pascal.
6. De Moivre’s derivation of the normal distribution and Quetelet’s use of it to describe l’homme moyen.

Calculus

1. Attempts by Indian mathematicians (500-1000 CE) to explain division by zero.
2. Does the inclusion of kinematics as core mathematics reflect a particular cultural heritage? Who decides what is
mathematics?
3. Accurate calculation of the volume of a cylinder by Chinese mathematician Liu Hui; Ibn Al Haytham: first
mathematician to calculate the integral of a function, in order to find the volume of a paraboloid.

Example of developing international Mindedness
Topic

Number and algebra

Geometric sequence and series
Financial applications of
geometric sequences and
series:
● compound interest
● annual depreciation

Contribution to the development of international mindedness (including resources you will use)

Do all societies view investment and interest in the same way?
Reason for choosing this:
In the Muslim world (Oman being a Muslim country) the islamic banks don’t charge interest while in westerm banks
interest is chanrged.
Resources:
1. Students can do some research - by going to various banks and/or financial institutions and interviewing bank
managers and asking questions like:
a. Is interest charged? why or why not? http://theconversation.com/explainer-how-does-islamic-finance-work19670
b. How is/isn’t interest calculated https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/riba.asp
c. How do banks in Oman make money if they don’t charge interest?
2. Students will then need to do some research into what Banks in the western world do
a. By looking at how a home loan is calculated in the west and this could be compared to what is done in
banks in Oman
3. Students will be directed to some home loan websites where they can immediately see how loans are calculated
a. https://www.mortgagecalculator.org/ mortgage calculator LA
b. https://financebuddha.com/blog/why-should-you-calculate-the-emi-before-taking-a-home-loan/ mortgae
calculator
4. Next will be to investigate how is this done in the Easten religions - do they follow something similar to the
Muslim culture or are they more along the lines of Western banks

a. https://www.wsj.com/articles/buddhist-monk-in-thailand-relies-on-karma-for-lending-success-1431459001
b. https://www.bis.org/publ/econ13.htm interesting read.

6.

Development of the IB learner profile
Through the course, it is also expected that students will develop the attributes of the IB learner profile.
As an example of how you would do this, choose one topic from your course outline and explain how the
contents and related skills would pursue the development of any attribute(s) of the IB learner profile that
you will identify.

Example of developing the learner profile - referring to the above
examples linked to approaches to learning, TOK and international mindedness
Topic

1. Volumes of revolutions
2. Geometric series
(Compound interests )
3. Probability and statistics

Contribution to the development of the attribute(s) of the IB learner profile

● Inquirers
○ Both activities require the students to be inquirers as they have to do research to do the
volume of revolution calculations and they have to research the banking system in Oman and
other areas
● Knowledgeable
○ In the volume of revolution project they have to draw on previous knowledge about
calculating the volume of a sphere and apply it.
○ In the interest problem they have to investigate banks in Oman and other parts of the world
gain knowledge as they go about how the systems work
● Thinkers
○ In the volume problem they have to be thinkers as they have to decide how thin to slice the
cucumber/orange/ whatever fruit item they use in order to have the most accurate information

○ in the interest problem they will need to be thinkers because they will need to design the
right questions to ask at the banks to get the best information
● Communicators
○ In the volume project they are working in pairs so they have to be able to communicate with
their partner
○ in the interest situation they have to be communicators because they are going to be going
into the banks and having to ask questions
● Principled
○ During the debate about statistics and misleading the public will come down to principles and
will allow for students to think about their principles and morals while arguing one way or the
other.
● Open-minded
○ The interest problem definitely requires the students to be open minded as they will have to
look at the different ways different religions deal with interest
● Caring
○ In a statistics project that i may introduce the students could be studying data on global
warming or pollution which I would hope would lead them to be more caring about their
environment.
● Risk-takers
○ For some students this might just simply be participating in the class and answering a
question ot it could be putting up your hand and being prepared to ask a question
○ In the volume project it might be using a pear instead of the cucumber which is the easier
shape.
○ In the interest situation it may just having the guts to go to a bank and ask the questions
○ In the data problem it may be being able to stand up and argue a point whether you believe in
it or not.
● Balanced
○ It is only by being balanced in everything that we are able to keep going when the pressure is
on.
○ In the volume project it would require setting time to meet with your partner and then ensuring
that you do your part of the project for the next time you meet. It would mean keeping healthy
while engaged in the project so eating healthy and having some down time to ensure you are
working at your best when your partner requires it.

○ In the stats problem - it about listening to both sides of the debate and weighing up the pros
and cons and so making a decision based on all sides of the story when reflecting on the data
and whether it is ever appropriate to mislead with stats. Or is it better to give the balance
approach showing both sides of what the data means
● Reflective
○ when considering how the Islamic bank approaches interest may cause students to reflect on
what the west does and decide they don’t agree or vice-versa.
○ In the stats problem the very nature of the lesson outline requires students to reflect on what
they believe to be the best way to show data
○ in all the ‘round the world’ activities requires the students to do questions and then see where
their errors are - so reflecting on their learning so they don’t make the same mistakes again.

7.

Resources
Describe the resources that you and your student will have to support the subject. Indicate whether
they are sufficient in terms of quality, quantity and variety. Briefly describe what plans are in place if
changes are needed.

All of the below will be resourced when necessary
a. Additional publications such as specimen papers and markschemes, teacher support materials, subject reports and grade descriptors can also
be found on the programme resource centre.
b. Past examination papers as well as markschemes can be purchased from the IB store.
c. Teachers are encouraged to check the programme resource centre for additional resources created or used by other teachers. Teachers can
provide details of useful resources, for example websites, books, videos, journals or teaching ideas.
Additional resources per topic are provided in the tables above as related to subjects and processes to be followed:

● https://resources.ibo.org/dp/subject/Mathematics-2021-analysis/topic/Specimen-assessments?
● https://resources.ibo.org/data/d_5_mataa_spp_1902_2_e.pdf
● https://www.ibo.org/programmes/diploma-programme/assessment-and-exams/sample-exam-papers/

● https://www.ibo.org/contentassets/7f6c7681e0b34fc8b0541c1229c7521d/gp5_mathssl2.pdf
● https://corbettmaths.com/
● https://www.maltbyacademy.com/page/?title=Year+11+Preparation+Paper+2+and+3+Mathematics+Exam&pid=768
● https://www.maltbyacademy.com/page/?title=GCSE+Mathematics+Resources&pid=682
● https://www.uky.edu/OtherOrgs/ARSI/www.uky.edu/pub/arsi/openresponsequestions/mathorq.pdf
● https://justmaths.co.uk/2019/06/07/practice-papers-to-prepare-for-paper-3-summer-2019/

8. Connections
Topic

Number and algebra

Links to other subjects:

1. Chemistry (Avogadro’s number); physics (order of magnitude); biology (microscopic measurements); sciences
group subjects (uncertainty and precision of measurement)
2. Radioactive decay, nuclear physics, charging and discharging capacitors (physics).
3. Loans and repayments (economics and business management).
4. Calculation of pH and buffer solutions (chemistry)
5. pH, buffer calculations and finding activation energy from experimental data (chemistry).

Functions

1. Exchange rates and price and income elasticity, demand and supply curves (economics); graphical analysis in
experimental work (sciences group subjects).
2. Currency conversions and cost functions (economics and business management); projectile motion (physics).
3. Sketching and interpreting graphs (sciences group subjects, geography, economics).
4. Identification and interpretation of key features of graphs (sciences group subjects, geography, economics);
production possibilities curve model, market equilibrium (economics).
5. Kinematics, projectile motion and simple harmonic motion (physics).
6. Projectile motion and energy changes in simple harmonic motion (physics); equilibrium equations (chemistry).
7. Radioactive decay, charging and discharging capacitors (physics); first order reactions and activation energy
(chemistry); growth curves (biology).
8. Radioactive decay (physics); modelling (sciences group subjects); production possibilities curve model (economics).
9. Shift in supply and demand curves (Economics); induced emf and simple harmonic motion (physics).

Geometry and Trigonometry

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Statistics and probability

1. Descriptive statistics and random samples (biology, psychology, sports exercise and health science, environmental
systems and societies, geography, economics; business management); research methodologies (psychology).
2. Presentation of data (sciences, individuals and societies).
3. Descriptive statistics (sciences and individuals and societies); consumer price index (economics).
4. Curves of best fit, correlation and causation (sciences group subjects); scatter graphs (geography).
5. Theoretical genetics and Punnett squares (biology); the position of a particle (physics).
6. Normally distributed real-life measurements and descriptive statistics (sciences group subjects, psychology,
environmental systems and societies)
7. The normal distribution (biology); descriptive statistics (psychology).

Design technology; volumes of stars and inverse square law (physics).
Vectors (physics).
Vectors, scalars, forces and dynamics (physics); field studies (sciences group subjects)
Diffraction patterns and circular motion (physics).
Simple harmonic motion (physics).

Calculus

1. Marginal cost, marginal revenue, marginal profit, market structures (economics); kinematics, induced emf and
simple harmonic motion (physics); interpreting the gradient of a curve (chemistry)
2. Instantaneous velocity and optics, equipotential surfaces (physics); price elasticity (economics).
3. Velocity-time and acceleration-time graphs (physics and sports exercise and health science)
4. Uniform circular motion and induced emf (physics).
5. Simple harmonic motion (physics).
6. Velocity-time graphs, simple harmonic motion graphs and kinematics (physics); allocative efficiency (economics).
7. Kinematics (physics).
8. Accurate calculation of the volume of a cylinder by Chinese mathematician Liu Hui; Ibn Al Haytham: first
mathematician to calculate the integral of a function, in order to find the volume of a paraboloid.

